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Garden ColourCare®
EXTERIOR FURNITURE CREAM

APPLICATION: Brush or cloth

DRYING TIME: 12h

COVERAGE: 20 m²/L

TOOL CLEANING: Water

• Quick and easy exterior furniture care
• Suitable w ith most oils and woods
• Deep penetration to protect from weathering

APPLICATION                                                                                                                  
Apply a generous coat of cream, using a lint-free cotton cloth. Allow to dry for a minimum of 3 hours before applying a 
second coat of cream. The furniture is protected when the wood does not absorb the cream anymore. A 3rd coat may 
be necessary if the wood is not sealed.
Important: Carry out a water droplet test by applying several droplets to the surface, if the drops remain beaded on 
the surface after 15 minutes the surface is sealed. If it soaks through apply a further coat. The product finish may vary 
depending on the type of wood. Always test products on a spare surface or inconspicuous area.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
Oily cloths can self combust. Do not leave impregnated cloths in bundles.
Before discarding lay them flat outside to dry to avoid a fire hazard.
EUH208: Contains Benzisothiazolinone and hydroxyphenyl benzotriazol. May produce an allergic reaction.
P102: Keep out of reach of children.
P271: Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area.
P501: Dispose of contents/container at a waste collection centre (contact the local authority).
DO NOT ALLOW TO FREEZE

CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE                                                                                                     
Clean surface dirt with Liberon Garden Furniture Cleaner before re-finishing. For continued protection all timber 
should be re-finished once or twice a year as routine maintenance..

Liberon Furniture Cream is ideal for all type of exterior woods. 
Suitable with most types of European and exotic woods, new or old. 
Suitable with most old oils. Maintains the natural appearance of the 
wood. Quick and easy to apply with a cotton cloth. This product 
penetrates deep into the wood to protect from water, stains and UV 
whilst keeping the wood looking natural and matt.

PREPARATION                                                                                                                  
Ensure the surface is clean, dry and free from varnish or other finishes.

RAW OR OILED WOODS: lightly sand (240 grit) and remove dust.

STAINED OR VARNISHED WOODS: sand back to the original bare wood. Ensure the surface is dust-free.
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